Feedback of the EACH programme
For second-year students

Winter School 2018

1. I receive  
   Tick all that apply.
   - EU scholarship
   - tuition-waiver scholarship
   - no scholarship

2. I am a student of  
   Tick all that apply.
   - AAU
   - UCBL
   - UU

Evaluation of Winter School 2018

3. 1. Please evaluate and give your comments to the Winter School. Did the lectures and activities at Winter School meet your expectations? Do you have any suggestions regarding the arrangement or content of the Winter School?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. 2. Were the instructions sufficient for preparing your presentation for the first-year students?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
5. 3. What was the most important and/or memorable experience that the Winter School provided?

Transfer to second-year university

Please give feedback on the transfer process to your second-year university.

6. 4. Did you receive sufficient information before and during the transfer to your second-year university? Did you encounter any problems (registering to the university, applying for resident permit, accommodation, etc.)? Do you have any suggestion for improving the process?

7. 5. How would you rate the welcome you received at your second-year university? Do you have any suggestions, remarks to improve this?

Evaluation on the EACH programme and additional comments

8. 6. How would you evaluate the EACH programme at this point of your studies? Has the programme fulfilled your expectations?
9. Do you have any additional comments, suggestions, etc. regarding the EACH programme, courses, transfer to second-year, Winter School, etc.?